Multiple description has been widely investigated as a quality of service technology for the delivery of multimedia information over lossy channels. This paper presents generalized methods for transform based multiple description that do not introduce additional distortion to the transformed information. Previous noiseless methods place restrictions on how the information may be quantized prior to correlation. Typically, the information must be quantized with quasi-uniform quantizers which all have the same quantization step size. This paper expands these methods so that the information may be quantized with any quantizer, and different parts of the information may be quantized with different quantization step sizes. For specific correlating transforms, we propose a computationally efficient correlation transform that makes use of the Hadamard matrix.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple description has been widely researched as a quality of service technology for sending information over lossy networks. In particular, correlating transform based methods [1] , [2] , [3] transform information into multiple, statistically correlated subsets of information, called descriptions, and these multiple descriptions are sent over different paths or channels from the sender to the receiver. If the receiver receives all descriptions, the content can be perfectly reconstructed at the sender. If only a subset of the descriptions is received, the receiver uses the statistical correlation among the received descriptions to estimate the content of the missing descriptions.
We review the principles of transform based multiple description as discussed in [1] , [2] . Let x = (x 1 , .., x N ) tr be a set of N transform coefficients that are all quantized by the same uniform quantizer Q ( [4] ) with the same quantization step size Q . The x i represent a specific part of the signal representation, e.g. a frequency presentation of an audio frame. Let there be G descriptions, and let the coefficients x i be divided into N/G groups. In each group, the G coefficients are transformed into a set of new coefficients y = (y 1 , ..., y G ) tr , where we call the elements of y multiple description (MD) coefficients. The MD coefficients y are independently entropy encoded and sent over the network, possibly using diverse channels to ensure that description erasures are not concurrent.
Following [1] , we define a transform F T,Q (x) = y via an G × G matrix T with determinant equal to one and via the quantizer Q. It is known that T can be decomposed in at least one way as T = T 1 ...T k where each matrix G × G T i has unit entries at the diagonal and nonzero off-diagonal elements in only one row or column. We define
Here, Q v (z) is a vector which quantizes each component of z ∈ R G with the quantizer Q and the same quantization step size Q . In [1] , [2] it is shown that the quantized coefficients x can be exactly recovered at the decoder from a decorrelating transform if all of the MD coefficients are received:
As the transforms F T,Q and F T −1 ,Q do not add any distortion to the signal, we call them noiseless transforms. We note that in this scheme, all quantization based distortion is due to the quantization of the transform coefficients that takes place prior to the correlation transform.
If some of the MD coefficients are lost, they are estimated from the received MD coefficients by calculating the conditional expectation for the missing MD coefficients given the received MD coefficients. This estimation requires the knowledge of the variances -measured over time -of the coefficients x i at the sender. Therefore, the variances are sent as side information with the MD coefficients to the sender.
An analysis of the proofs in [1] shows that the noiseless recovery of the coefficients x from the transforms F T,Q and F T −1 ,Q requires that for any real number x 1 and x 2 , the quantizer Q satisfies the following conditions:
We call a regular (see [4] ) quantizer satisfying these conditions a quasi − unif orm quantizer. We note that all uniform quantizers are quasi-uniform. In addition to assuming a quasiuniform quantzier, the approach in [1] requires all coefficients x i to be quantized with the same step size.
In particular for audio coding applications, both assumptions are unrealistic. First, several audio codecs, such as AC-3 [5] , routinely use uniform quantizers having different quantization step sizes for different frequency domain MDCT coefficients. Thus, although it is useful to correlate different quantized MDCT coefficients from different frequency regions in order to increase error robustness and sound quality, this would be impossible without adding distortion when using (1) and (2) . Second, other common audio codecs such as MPEG-4 AAC [6] use quantizers that are not quasi-uniform.
This paper addresses these shortcomings of the existing theory of multiple description and proposes generalized correlating and decorrelating transforms that do not add additional distortion to the signal.
Sec. 2 describes the first contribution of this paper, a noiseless transform which permits the correlation of coefficients that are quantized using the same quasi-unform quantizer and applying different quantization step sizes for different coefficients. Sec. 3 describes the second contribution of this paper, a more complex type of transform that permits to correlate coefficients quantized by any quantizer using different quantization step sizes for each coefficient.
The third contribution addresses the high computational complexity of the correlation transform (5). The complexity derives from the involved matrix multiplications and the subsequent rounding operations. The complexity is particularly impractical for hierarchical multiple description schemes as described in [1] . For specific correlating transforms, in sec. 4 we present an application of the Hadamard matrix that significantly reduces the complexity of the transforms in hierarchical multiple description systems.
NOISELESS TRANSFORMS FOR QUASI-UNIFORM QUANTIZERS
In this sec., we introduce transforms that allow noiseless correlation and decorrelation of G coefficients x = (x i ) 1≤i≤G . We consider a quantizer Q and define O = (Q i ) 1≤i≤G as the finite set of quantization step sizes of Q. Thus, Q i (x i ) is the value of x i after quantization by Q with the step size Q i . We assume that each coefficient x i has been quantized by Q with the stepsize Q i , i.e., 
where we define the operator
We now show that the transforms D T,O (x) and D T −1 ,O (x) allow a perfect recovery of the vector x if all descriptions are received at the receiver. To do so, it is sufficient to show that for a vector x where each of its components x i has already been quantized with quantization step size Q i , there is
We assume that for T i = (t i,j ) 1≤i,j≤G there is t i,j = 0 if i = j with the exception of t i0,j0 , say. Then by (4)
and therefore by (3) and by (4) and the regularity of Q :
We note that the noiseless character of the transforms D T,O and D T −1 ,O is achieved by the specific way of applying the quantization step sizes Q i in each operator C T,O .
NOISELESS TRANSFORMS FOR GENERAL QUANTIZERS
In this sec., we design a correlation scheme that allows to noiselessly correlate and de-correlate G coefficients x = (x i ) 1≤i≤G that are quantized using any, not necessarily quasi-uniform quantizer P . The basic idea of this correlation scheme is to pre-process the input coefficients with an invertible function so that the outputs of the function are all quasi-uniformly quantized. The outputs are then correlated using the correlating transform described in sec. 2. At the decoder, the inverse mapping is performed after performing the decorrelating transform from sec 2. Let x i be coefficients quantized with the quantization step sizes P k , 1 ≤ k ≤ H, respectively. The finite code book B of the quantizer P consists of the output values
By defining the mapping operator S :
we define a one-to-one mapping from the code book of B into the set Υ. The set Υ is naturally quantized by the rounding operation that maps a real number to its nearest integer. Obviously, this quantizer is quasi-linear and thus satisfies the condition of the original correlation transform proposed in [1] . Based on this observation, we propose the following transform: 1. At the sender, the mapping S is applied to the coefficients x i . The resulting integers h i , 1 ≤ i ≤ G, h i ∈ Υ are then transformed to MD coefficients J = (j 1 , .., j G ) using the equation (1).
2. In case all descriptions are received at the receiver, the integers h i are recovered from the MD coefficients j i (using (2)) and the coefficients x are recovered from the h i by inverting the map S. 3. In case some MD coefficients j i are not received, they are estimated from the received MD coefficients as described in [1] .
This estimation requires the knowledge of the variances of the integers h i . We recall from the introduction that the coefficients x i = x i (t) are measured over time t. Using the probability distribution of x i (t), one obtains the variance of h i = h i (t) = S(x i (t)). We note that a value of h i guessed in such a way might ∈ Υ. In this case h i would be set equal to the next integer ∈ Υ. This approximation might introduce additional distortion when recovering the coefficients x i .
We note that whereas the correlation scheme in sec. 2 provides noiseless recovery for all quasi-uniform quantizers, the mapping scheme in 3 allows noiseless recovery for all quantizers. Its drawbacks are the additional complexity due to the introduction of the mapping function S and the potential introduction of additional distortion if some MD coefficients are not received as described above.
EFFICIENT CORRELATING TRANSFORMS FOR
HIERARCHICAL MD SYSTEMS
Hierarchical multiple description systems
Hierarchical multiple description systems [1] involve the concatenation of several layers of correlating transforms such as those given in (1), where the output of each transform layer is the input for the subsequent transform layer. These systems are useful in increasing and balancing the degree of correlation among the MD coefficients. A hierarchical MD system contains N initial transform fig. 1 .
The hierarchical multiple description system in fig. 1 applies the mapping operator S defined in sec. 3 and is thus applicable to any quantizer. We note that hierarchical multiple description schemes could also be defined by correlating M > 2 coefficients at each hierarchy level as long as N/M L ∈ Z.
Efficient correlating transforms
The practical implementation of the hierarchical multiple description system shown in fig. 1 (5) and (6)). In order to reduce this computational complexity, we propose a computationally more efficient implementation of the correlating (and decorrelating) transform for hierarchical multiple description systems. Our proposed transforms are limited to 2 × 2 correlating matrices T defined as
tiple description systems as shown in fig. 1 , these matrices are of particular importance (see [1] ) because each MD coefficient contains the same amount of information about any of the 2 L transform coefficients. This property is desirable when the different descriptions are sent over different communication channels with similar packet loss characteristics. The proposed transform is shown in fig. 3 and consists of three steps: the mapping operator S defined in sec. 3, the Hadamard transform H L , and a scaling operator W . After being passed through the operator S, the G coefficients, saỹ x = (x 1 , . .,x G ), belonging to a given group are multiplied with the Hadamard matrix H L as follows:
The scaling operator W is a power normalization step and corresponds to a multiplication of the coefficientsỹ i by 2 −L/2 . The complete implementation of the transform is shown in fig. 3 . The decorrelating transform can be implemented in the analogous way. Fig. 3 is an equivalent and more efficient replacement for fig. 1 when equal information about each transform coefficient is prescribed for each MD coefficient in a single group, i.e., the correlation matrix T is defined as above. The mathematical equivalence of the schemes in fig. 1 and 3 can be easily shown using induction but due to space constraints is not proved here. The implementation in fig. 3 is computationally significantly more efficient than the implementation in fig. 1 in fig. 3 . The complexity of the operator W is much lower than the complexity of the quantization operations in fig. 3 . 2. A multiplication of a vector with G = 2 L elements with the Hadamard H L matrix can be computed in 2 L L operations ( [8] ). Table 1 gives a comparison of the number of operations for the two implementations in fig. 1 and fig. 3 as a function of the number of transform coefficients N and transform levels T . fig. 1 and the efficient transform fig. 3 for N = 1024.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we extend the theory of transform based multiple description. We propose a noiseless correlation scheme that permits the correlation of coefficients quantized with the same quasi-uniform quantization scheme while using different quantization step sizes for different coefficients. We extend this transform to allow for the noiseless correlation of coefficients with any quantizer while applying different quantization step sizes to different coefficients. Finally, we use the Hadamard matrix to design an efficient and noiseless correlating transform for hierarchical multiple description schemes. The work presented here was part of a research study at Dolby Laboratories and is not intended for commercial applications.
